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Physics-oriented	vs.	Performance	
oriented	Model	Evaluation

• Standard	performance-oriented	metrics,	such	as	ACC	and	
RMSE,	are	routinely	used	in	operational	centers	for	forecast	
verification.	NCAR	DTC	also	developed	model	evaluation	
tools	(MET).	
• Physics-oriented	diagnostics	focus	on	the	critical	processes	
or	phenomena.	The	objective	is	to	reveal	model	error	
sources	and	identify	pathways	to	model	improvements.



Three	levels	of	diagnostics	
– A	Proto-structure	of	a	Unified	Package

• Physics-oriented	model	diagnostics	are	also	known	as	process-
oriented	model	diagnostics
• Different	users	or	researchers	are	interested	in	different	physical	
processes.	What	physical	processes	should	we	target?

• Three	levels	of	model	diagnostics	(to	be	transitioned	to	MET+)
1. Model	climatology	and	fundamental	physical	processes

• Moist	convection,	cloud	microphysics,	cloud-radiation	interaction
• Precipitation	distribution,	Monsoon,	ITCZ,	Hadley	circulation

2. Sources	of	predictability	on	the	relevant	time	scales
• Subseasonal	time	scale:	MJO,	weather	regimes,	land	conditions
• Seasonal	and	longer	time	scales:	ENSO,	NAO,	teleconnections,	QBO,	etc.

3. High-impact	weather	phenomena
• Tropical	cyclones
• Midlatitude	blocking,	etc.

• Challenges	and	Roadmap



Level	1:	Precipitation-Humidity	Relation
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FIG. 3. (a) Mean daily averaged precipitation P in 1% bins of column-relative humidity t, for the four tropical
ocean regions in Fig. 1 for all months in 1998–2001. (b) Number of observations in each bin in the four regions.

FIG. 4. Distribution of daily precipitation P in 1% bins of column-relative humidity r for all tropical ocean grid points in all months of
1998–2001. Dots show the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles of precipitation in each bin. The Xs show the bin-mean precipitation. The solid
curve is the exponential fit (2).
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FIG. 5. Daily time series of SSM/I-derived W and ECMWF-derived 0.8W* for Jul–Oct 2001 from a grid point in the east Pacific ITCZ
(108N, 1258W). SSM/I-derived W is only plotted on heavily precipitating days (P . 8 mm day21).

(108N, 1258W). The W is only plotted on ‘‘heavily pre-
cipitating’’ days with P exceeding 8 mm day21. Ac-
cording to Fig. 4, these days should typically have 0.75
, W/W* , 0.8. In fact, their Ws predominantly lie just
below the W 5 0.8W* curve, and generally rise and fallin proportion to the intraseasonal variations in W*. Atthis location, the low-frequency swings inW are slightly
larger than those in 0.8W*. This suggests that the r–Prelationship may have some slight but interesting spa-
tiotemporal dependence, perhaps due to different ther-
modynamic conditions, wind shear and convective or-
ganization, stratiform/convective precipitation ratio,
surface fluxes, etc.

b. Monthly mean relationships

The daily mean analysis can be repeated with monthly
mean binning. As before, normalizing W into column-
mean relative humidity r reduces systematic interbasin
differences at high precipitation rates. The binned data,
shown in Fig. 6, again can be fit by an exponential:
P (r) 5 exp[a (r 2 r )], a 5 11.4, r 5 0.522.m m m m m

(2)
The monthly mean fit Pd(r) (solid curve) rises slightly
less abruptly with monthly r than its daily counterpart
(dashed curve). As one might expect, the monthly P
has a less skewed distribution with a narrower spread
between the 25th and 75th percentiles (630% at high
precipitation rates).
The monthly relation (2) between P and r can actually

be derived from the corresponding daily relationship (1)
as follows. For each day of a given month and every
grid point, we can use the daily r to predict the daily
P.We can then average the r and daily predicted P over
the month. The bin average of the latter versus monthly
average r almost exactly reproduces our monthly mean
r–P relationship. In different regions, we find that the

monthly r–P relationship varies slightly due to different
levels of typical daily variability in r within individual
months. To the extent that the r within a given fluid
column only evolves ‘‘slowly’’ from day to day, so will
its propensity to precipitate, that is, rmay induce a weak
day-to-day thermodynamic ‘‘memory’’ in P. However,
P is sensitive to changes in r as small as a few hun-
dredths, so precipitation, evaporation, and differential
advection keep this memory quite short.
From our r–P relationships, we can define a convec-

tive moisture adjustment time scale tc for use in moist
adjustment parameterizations of cumulus convection in
simple models. A time scale derived from the monthly
r–P relationship is appropriate for models of the quasi-
steady seasonal tropical mean circulation such as the
Quasi-equilibrium Tropical Circulation Model (QTCM)
of Neelin and Zeng (2000) and simplifications thereof
(e.g., Sobel 2003; Sobel and Gildor 2004). This is be-
cause these models typically do not explicitly simulate
the large daily transients in convection. Instead they are
tuned to produce a nearly steady-state solution that re-
sembles a seasonal-mean climate and circulation. To
derive such a time scale, suppose that r is increased
from a typical reference value rref by a small amount
dr, while column temperature changes insignificantly,
so W* remains constant. The increased r raises the pre-cipitation rate by dP 5 dr dP/dr(rref). We define tc as
the time scale over which the precipitation increase
would remove the excess water vapor dW 5 W*dr fromthe column. Assuming reference values of saturation
water vapor path 5 72 mm and rref 5 0.72 typicalrefW*of regions of active tropical convection (the latter is the
modal value of monthly mean r in the frequency plot
in Fig. 6b), we obtain

refdW W*
mt 5 5 ¯ 16 h. (3)c dP dP /dr(r )m ref

An analogous and slightly shorter convective moisture

Precipitation	increases	
exponentially	with	column	
relative	humidity	after	a	certain	
threshold	(Raymond	2000;	
Bretherton	et	al.	2004;	Neelin	et	
al.	2008)

Bretherton	et	al.	2004

Convective	adjustment	time	scale:	the	time	scale	over	which	the	
precipitation	increase	would	remove	the	excess	water	vapor

column relative humidity

W:	column	water	vapor
P:	precipitation



Level	1:	Precipitation-Moisture	Relation	in	the	
GEFS	Reforecasts	Version	2

The	precip-humidity	relation	is	closely	related	to	precipitation	distribution,	including	
the	occurrence	of	extreme	precipitation

Wang	et	al.	2018	

CFSR:	gray curve	
GEFS	reforecasts:	
from	blue	to	red for	
Day	1	to	Day	15	



Climatological	Mean	CWV	and	Precipitation

• The	nonlinear	curve	is	sensitive	to	i)	the	detrainment	rate	of	condensates,	rain	
evaporation	rate	in	the	cumulus	parameterization	and	ii)	raindrop	and	snow	
particle	fall	velocity	in	microphysics	parameterization	(Hagos et	al.	2018).

• Evaluation	against	observations	helps	to	constrain	these	uncertain	parameters.

dry	biases	and	
weaker	monsoon	
circulation
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Level	2:	MJO	– Wavenumber	vs.	frequency	Diagram

ERA-Interim GEFS	analysis

GEFS	5-day	fcst GEFS	10-day	fcst GEFS	15-day	fcst

• MJO	peak:	50	days	and	
global	wave	number-
one

• Stronger	variances	for	
eastward	propagation
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• A	local	MJO	index	was	
defined	based	on	the	
band-pass	filtered	OLR.

• The	magnitude	of	the	RH	
anomalies	weakens	with	
the	lead	time.	

• Cumulus	congestus	and	
startiform precip.	are	
possibly	under-predicted	
in	GEFS-R.

ERA-Interim

GEFS	analysis

GEFS	5-day	fcst

GEFS	10-day	fcst

GEFS	15-day	fcst

NOAA	OLR



MJO	and	Convective	Adjustment	Time	Scale
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Consistent	with	Jiang	et	al.	(2016):	Model	MJO	amplitude	is	closely	related	
to	the	model	convective	moisture	adjustment	time	scale.	

Convective	Adjustment	Time	Scale
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Level	3:	High-Impact	Weather	- Tropical	Cyclones

Seasonality	of	TC	Genesis	
in	diff.	basins	from	the	
GEFS	Reforecasts
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Unit:
# of	TCs	forming	

within	a	10-degree	
box	per	year

Genesis density 
function: 2D 

distribution of  
genesis frequency

IBTrACS

Week-1

“Week-
1”	- Obv

“Wk-2”	
–“Wk-1”

Weaker	than	observed	
monsoon	trough

What	about	this	region?



Hovmoller Diagram	of	V850	(15N,	2010)

Q1	diagnosis	shows	that	hyperactive	convection	over	land	leads	to	stronger	
AEWs	of	deeper	vertical	structure,	the	early	TC	development	(false	alarms)	
off	the	coast,	and	the	negative	biases	farther	downstream.



Precipitation-Moisture	Relation

Wang	et	al.	2018	

Convection	onset	occurs	too	
early	in	terms	of	column	
water	vapor	accumulation



In	brevity,

• Three	levels	of	diagnostics
• Model	climatology	and	fundamental	physical	processes
• Sources	of	predictability	on	the	relevant	time	scales
• High-impact	weather	phenomena

• Model	diagnoses	at	the	three	levels	are	not	
independent	of	each	other
• Biases	in	Tropical	Cyclogenesis	ßMean	State	Biases
• Mean	State	Biasesß deficiencies	in	model	physics
• Physics-oriented	model	diagnostics	help	to	constrain	
uncertain	parameters	and	reduce	model	biases



Challenges	and	Road	Map
• Prioritize	the	processes	to	evaluate	and	organize	community		
resources:	
• A	unified	package:	it	means	different	things	for	different	people.	What	are	
our	priorities?

• The	proto-structure	helps	to	get	this	started;	will	be	transitioned	to	MET+

• Collaboration	with	forecasters,	model	developers,	and	the	data	
community
• Emerging	need	to	evaluate	physics	interaction	and	interaction	
between	different	climate	components	calls	for	collaboration	
between	different	specialties
• Long-term	hindcasts

• Different	flavors	of	ENSO,	different	flavors	of	the	MJO,	flow-dependent	
predictability	of	tropical	cyclones

• Data	uncertainties	and	representativeness



Collaborative	Efforts	for	Model	
Improvements

Physics-oriented	Diagnostics
(models	+	observations+	
process	understanding)

Forecasters Model	Developers

Prioritize	processes
Connect	diagnostics	to	
model	formulations

Data	Community

Data	limitation	and	uncertainties



Challenges	and	Road	Map
• Prioritize	the	processes	to	evaluate	and	organize	community		
resources:	
• A	unified	package:	it	means	different	things	for	different	people.	What	are	
our	priorities?

• A	proto-type	package	helps	to	get	this	started;	will	be	transitioned	to	MET+

• Collaboration	with	forecasters,	model	developers,	and	the	data	
community
• Emerging	need	to	evaluate	physics	interaction	and	interaction	
between	different	climate	components	calls	for	collaboration	
between	different	specialties
• Long-term	hindcasts

• Different	flavors	of	ENSO,	different	flavors	of	the	MJO,	flow-dependent	
predictability	of	tropical	cyclones

• Data	uncertainties	and	representativeness



collected during the DYNAMO field campaign (Yoneyama et al., 2013). Our results show that the version 7
product reasonably compares with the field campaign observations (Figure S1).

The systematic decrease in precipitation observations at high precipitation and the slight increase in column
water vapor observations over the ocean significantly affect the relationship between CRH and precipitation
(Figure 2). Figures 2a and 2b show the CRH-precipitation joint PDF for the two versions. Their difference,

Figure 1. Joint histogram of (a) precipitation and (b) precipitable water between the version 5 and version 7 SSM/I
products. Red lines represent the best fit lines for the joint histogram. Dashed lines are the one-to-one line. The inset in
Figure 1b is a zoomed-in view of the version 5 and version 7 columnwater vapor, showing that themajority of points are off
of the one-to-one fit.

Figure 2. Joint PDF of precipitation rate and column relative humidity (shading) for the (a) version 5 and (b) version 7 SSM/I
data over the period 1998–2001. The shading is the probability of the number of observations of a particular range of
precipitation and CRH. The nonlinear fit (solid line) is shown for each version. (c) The difference between the version 7 and
version 5 histograms.
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RUSHLEY ET AL. 1136

Data	Uncertainties:	Precipitation-Humidity	
Relationship:	SSMI	v5	vs.	v7

Rushley et	al.	2018

Version	5 Version	7

Differences


